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The VUE, the Association for Environmentally Sound
Energy, is the sponsor of the naturemade quality seal.
Until the end of 2021, the naturemade quality seal was
available at four levels: naturemade basic stands for
electricity and district heat from 100% renewable
sources. naturemade star also stands for energy from
100% renewable sources but additionally certifies that
further stringent, comprehensive environmental standards are met. naturemade resources star is awarded for
energy and reusable materials derived from particularly
efficient, ecologically sound reuse and recycling plants.
naturemade energieneutral is awarded for energy savings
accrued by Swiss companies from exceeding target
agreements.

Imprint
Concept and texts: VUE Association for Environmentally Sound
Energy, Executive Office
This annual report has been printed on an
energy-neutral basis, thanks to the efficiency
marketplace.
Layout: Weissgrund AG, Zurich
Printed by: Kasimir Meyer AG, Wohlen
(printed using 100% green naturemade star power,
carbon-neutral)
This annual report is published in German, French, Italian and
English.
Cover photo: River meadows are habitats with extraordinarily rich
biodiversity. In Reussegg, part of the municipality of Sins (AG),
new river meadows are created on an area of about 20 hectares.
The area was reshaped to allow valuable habitats such as floodplains and moor grass meadows as well as dry habitats to de-

Used until 31.12.2021;

velop. The project was co-financed from naturemade star funds.

for the new naturemade model see p. 11

(Photo: creaNatira GmbH, Philipp Schuppli)

Editorial
Dear Sir/Madam,
valued partners,
dear VUE members,
The VUE and its partners used the year 2021 to prepare and communicate the changes to
be made to naturemade for the market. These changes are the result of a development
process in which all partners were closely involved. They ensure that naturemade-certified
energy will continue to deliver consistently above-average ecological value in the future,
that the share of green electricity will continue to increase, and that naturemade green
funds will continue to be fed – and broadly seen to be fed – from naturemade electricity
products. Changes not only present an exciting challenge. The renewal they bring also
allows us to refresh our communications with our customers. The demand that the protection of both nature and climate needs to be progressed quickly and on an equal footing
enjoys broader support than ever, and the annually increasing green electricity content in
naturemade electricity products contributes to this goal.
Some VUE partners have already started to advertise their naturemade-certified energy
products in line with the changes. The visible impact of naturemade in the form of renewed,
revitalised riverscapes and land habitats enhances this communication further. Since the
quality seal was established, naturemade customers have contributed CHF134 million to
promoting biodiversity. There will be an even stronger focus on additional ecological electricity production in the future. The new fund levies accrued from sales of naturemade
star electricity from photovoltaic systems, biomass, drinking water and wind energy are
designed such that customers contribute more directly to increasing green electricity
generation and energy efficiency.
Pilot certification for district heat from groundwater has added yet another energy system
to the range of available naturemade products. Mobility also remains a key topic: the VUE
actively participates in the Swiss federal Electromobility Roadmap with an initiative and
has collaborated with KliK to develop a declaration for hydrogen made from naturemade
electricity, which will initially be used for buses and heavy commercial vehicles. Moreover,
there has been great enthusiasm for eco-power stickers among many e-bike users.
The renewal process has also opened up new perspectives, including on synchronous
electricity production and consumption (now not only on the physical but also on the
quality level).
Licensed production volumes were slightly higher than in 2020. Part of this increase comes
from international biogas plants, and this fact underlines the key role naturemade plays
in quality assurance and declarations of origin for biogas. While there was a slight decrease
in licensed supply and sale volumes (see the 2020 market survey), naturemade continues
to account for a share of more than 10% of electricity consumption in Switzerland.
naturemade remains committed to free choice for consumers. The driving force for building
the high profile of a green energy supply with integrated support for biodiversity is the
deliberate decision for naturemade energy many private and business customers take on an
individual level. The VUE thanks you for this and will continue to work towards this goal!

Brigitt Hausammann

Markus A. Meier

Cornelia Brandes

VUE Co-President

VUE Co-President

VUE Managing Director

Swiss Post Ltd.

BKW Energie AG
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Certifications
Electricity

District heat

The total production volume of naturemade-certified
electricity remained at a high level in 2021, at 14.72 TWh
(+ 0.1%). While the production of naturemade basic-certified electricity remained almost constant (– 0.1%), the
production of both naturemade star-certified electricity
and naturemade resources star-certified electricity increased slightly (+ 1.1% and + 2.1% respectively).
In 2020*, there was a 7.6% downturn in sales of naturemade electricity to 6.12 TWh/a. This 2020 decrease is
evident in both naturemade basic electricity products,
where we saw a reduction of 0.4 TWh/a compared to the
prior year, and in naturemade star electricity products,
which decreased by 0.1 TWh/a.

In 2020, the licensed volumes of naturemade district heat
production increased by 12.3% to 375 GWh/a compared to
the prior year. There has been no naturemade star-certified district heat since the termination of the contract
with the IWB’s wood-fired power plant in Basel in 2019.
The production volumes of naturemade basic (268 GWh/a)
and naturemade resources star (107 GWh/a) district heat
have both increased slightly.
All naturemade-certified district heat was again sold via
IWB in 2020* – at that time the sole licensee for naturemade-certified district heat supplies. In 2020, sales volumes of the naturemade basic product decreased slightly
to 129 GWh/a (– 3.0% compared to the prior year). There
is no supply licence for naturemade star district heat any
more, and naturemade resources star district heat is not yet
available for sale. However, the generation of naturemade
star-certified cooling energy will start in autumn 2022
(see p. 9: Certification of groundwater heat pumps).

* The sales data for 2021 is not yet available.

Strom:
Produktionsund
Verkaufsmengen
Electricity:
production
and
sales volumes

Wärme:
Produktionsundand
Verkaufsmengen
District heat:
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Biogas

Total number of licenses in 2021 

Production volumes of naturemade star biogas increased
substantially by 22% to 1,457 GWh/a in 2021. This is because biogas plants in the United Kingdom (Olleco Aylesbury, Blaise, Wardley and Riverside) and Hungary
(Szarvas) were awarded the naturemade star quality seal
in 2021. At the end of 2021, about 93% of the certified
production volume (1,352 GWh out of 1,457 GWh) was
sourced from green waste fermentation plants and agricultural biogas plants in Denmark, Germany, Hungary and
the United Kingdom.
Sales of naturemade star-certified biogas products increased substantially in 2020*, by 41% to 62 GWh/a.
Sales volumes are much smaller than production volumes
(2020: 1,193 GWh/a) because naturemade star biogas is
sold exclusively via biogas-only products. The remaining
volumes were marketed as part of combination products
together with natural gas and non-certified biogas and
are therefore not identified as naturemade star biogas.
The portion of naturemade star-certified biogas of the
total biogas sales in Switzerland was 3% in 2020 and
therefore slightly lower than in the previous year.

of which energy production 
of which energy supply 
New certifications in 2021 
of which energy production 
of which energy supply 
Recertifications 

361
243
118
10
7 (301.0 GWh/a)
3 (20.0 GWh/a)
79

Total production and sales volumes
(compared to prior year)
2021 production 		

16.6 TWh/a  (+ 2%)

of which naturemade star

4.2 TWh/a  (+ 7%)

of which naturemade basic

12.0 TWh/a  (+ 0%)

of which naturemade resources star 0.3 TWh/a  (+ 0%)
2020 sales* 		

6.3 TWh/a  (– 8%)

of which naturemade star

0.9 TWh/a  (– 14%)

of which naturemade basic

5.4 TWh/a  (– 7%)

* 2021 data not yet available

Biomethan:
Produktionsund volumes
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Greening of hydroelectric power
Fund investments through to 2020
In 2021, Swiss hydroelectric power plants generated a
total of 35.4 TWh/a of electricity, about 4% of which
(1.6 TWh/a) was produced by naturemade star-certified
plants. naturemade star certification ensures that these
power plants meet stringent environmental requirements. Until the end of 2021, operators of naturemade
star-certified hydroelectric power plants with outputs
> 100 kW committed to establishing environmental improvement funds, to which they contributed one centime
per kilowatt hour of naturemade star electricity sold to
end customers. The initiatives to be financed from the
individual funds are negotiated by steering committees,
whose members represent the power plant company involved, the local/regional authorities and environmental
organisations active at the local/regional level. Projects
for the environmental improvement of the affected bodies of water and their (extended) hydrological catchment
areas always had highest priority until the end of 2021.
This also included communication initiatives relating to
such projects.
Based on the scheme, these funds accrued a total of
CHF 133.7 million for environmental improvements between early 2000 and the end of 2020. The 2020 contributions to the funds alone amounted to CHF 12.4 million.
Annual contributions of a similar magnitude are expected
for 2021. The funds can be used for the ecological rehabil-

2021 electricity generation in Swiss hydroelectric power plants

itation or creation of terrestrial and aquatic habitats and
for networking, information and communication projects
(campaigns, youth programmes, creation of educational
nature trails etc.), among others. Since 2000, projects
worth a total of CHF 78.9 million have been fully or partially funded, that is about 59% of the total accrued
funds have been spent. Another CHF 33.8 million (25%)
have already been earmarked for specific projects. As
ecological rehabilitation projects are often cost-intensive
and require long-term planning, substantial funds are
often accrued before they can be spent on appropriate
initiatives.

Selection of funded projects
The online platform for connecting environmental rehabilitation projects with naturemade funds has been available since 2016. In 2021, more project funds were distributed than ever before (CHF 2.3 million). The largest project
contributions were made by ewz.
The VUE executive office uses the platform to connect
suitable VUE partners with organisations applying for
financial support for environmental rehabilitation projects. Since 2016, 28 out of 39 projects submitted have
been supported with funds of about CHF 5.5 million.
For further information please visit the online platform:
www.naturemade.ch/de/plattform-fonds-projekte.html

Fund expenditure by allocated purpose (2000–2020)

naturemade-
certified
13.8 TWh/a
Total expenditure
CHF 78.9 million

Total production
35.4 TWh/a
(minus storage pump
consumption)

  naturemade star 

1.6 TWh/a

  New creation of bodies of water 

CHF 12.3 million

  naturemade basic 

12.2 TWh/a

  Revitalisation of bodies of water 

CHF 26.7 million

  not naturemade-certified 

21.6 TWh/a

  New creation of terrestrial habitats 

CHF 5.2 million

  Revitalisation of terrestrial habitats 

CHF 6.1 million

Sources: Pronovo AG and BFE (Federal Office for Energy)

  Flow and bed flow regime improvements 

CHF 0.7 million

  Networking 

CHF 4.6 million

  Other initiatives* 

CHF 23.3 million

* Specific species recovery projects, neophyte control, performance reviews, maintenance, acquisition of land, information
campaigns, youth programmes, educational nature trails,
studies
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Project example: revitalisation of the Le Bey creek (Vaud)
The Ruisseau du Bey is a small creek about 4 kilometres
long. It flows through the municipalities of Mathod,
Chamblon and Montagny before joining Lake Neuenburger. More than CHF 1 million was spent on rehabilitating a creek section about one kilometre in length. Money

from the naturemade star fund of Romande Energie contributed substantially to the rehabilitation effort. As the
biological and ecological functions of this ecosystem are
restored, new habitats are created, which attract fish,
birds, beavers and reptiles.

Concrete was removed from Le Bey creek at the foot of the Chamblon hill, and the creek bed was quadrupled in size.
(Photo: Romande Energie)

Project example: environmental rehabilitation of the Rhine banks near Diessenhofen (Thurgau)
The banks of the Rhine are being revitalised section by
section. As part of this environmental upgrade project,
the banks were rehabilitated by removing existing built
structures (concrete slabs) and creating near-natural
shallow pebble banks. Green structures were additionally
established in the form of reed vegetation logs and mats

to ensure that the Galgenacker section of the Rhine river
banks will develop dynamically once again. These works
have created natural, constantly changing river banks.
The project was partially funded from the SH Power Eco
Fund of the Schaffhausen power plant.

The Diessenhofen section of the Rhine banks following completion of the rehabilitation works in summer 2021.
(Photo: Schaffhausen power plant)
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Market survey / Promotion of new renewable energies
Shares in the Swiss market
The VUE again conducted a market survey on the sale of
electricity products from renewable energies on behalf of
the BFE (Swiss Federal Office for Energy). The survey
showed that a total of 16.2 TWh/a of renewable and green
electricity were bought in 2020, which is equivalent to
29% of the total electricity consumed in Switzerland.
Sales decreased by 3% compared to 2019. This is because
more and more energy suppliers only offer renewable
electricity products to their contract customers. These
renewable default products, from which customers are
not able to opt out, are shown separately in the survey
and are not reported as part of the market.
naturemade products account for 36% (5.8 TWh/a) of
purchased renewable and green electricity. Their market
share has therefore remained constant compared to the
prior year. The market share of naturemade star green
power in renewable electricity product supplies has also
remained constant at 5% or 0.8 TWh/a.
The survey again included questions regarding electricity
volumes sold in the form of default products without optout. As customers purchasing this type of product have
no option to switch to an electricity product that is not
100% renewable, this type of sale is not counted towards
the market, even though it is relevant from an energy
policy perspective. In 2020, these green default products
accounted for an additional 7 TWh/a of renewable electricity supplies (prior year: 7.6 TWh/a).
Gas suppliers were also addressed in the survey in addition to electricity suppliers: in 2020, customers who decided on a biogas-only product or a natural gas product
with a biogas component were supplied with a total of
1.3 TWh/a of biogas, compared to 0.9 TWh/a in the prior
year. This is equivalent to 3.6% of the overall gas sales.
naturemade star-certified biogas was sold exclusively in
the form of biogas-only products. In 2020, sales of nature-

made star-certified biogas amounted to 0.03 TWh/a
(prior year: 0.04 TWh/a), that is about 3% of total biogas
sales.

naturemade support scheme
VUE has defined strong support for the construction of
new renewable energy (NRE) facilities of naturemade star
quality as part of the naturemade basic quality seal as
one of its strategic goals. This goal is implemented through
the support scheme.
Timeline of changes to the support scheme:
Until the end of 2015: Of the electricity volumes effectively
sold to end customers:
— At least 5% must be sourced from naturemade star-certified
plants; of which
— At least half must be from new renewable energies.
— The support scheme applies to naturemade star and naturemade basic electricity products.
Until the end of 2019 (from Guidelines v2.6): Of the electricity volumes effectively sold to end customers:
— At least 2.5% must be sourced from naturemade star-certified plants using new renewables; additionally
— At least 3.5% must be from naturemade star-certified plants.
— The naturemade support scheme only applies to naturemade
basic electricity products.
Until the end of 2021 (from Guidelines v3.0): Of the electricity
volumes effectively sold to end customers;
— At least 8% for 2020 and 9% for 2021 must be sourced
from naturemade star-certified plants.
— The naturemade support scheme applies to naturemade
basic electricity products.
From 2022 (from Guidelines v4.0): The support scheme no
longer exists in its previous form. Support for ecological electricity generation is now provided through minimum requirements for electricity products.

Market share of electricity products*

Total market for
electricity products
from renewable
energies
16.2 TWh/a

  Consciously purchased naturemade
electricity products 

5.8 TWh/a

  Consciously purchased renewable electricity
products, not naturemade-certified 

10.4 TWh/a

  Not consciously purchased renewable
electricity products (without opt-out) 

7.0 TWh/a

  Remaining sales of renewable electricity
Total end electricity
consumption
55.7 TWh/a
*  The market share of biogas in total gas sales is still too low
to be shown in this diagram.
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(not via products or via products including
a non-renewable portion) 
  Sales of non-renewable electricity 

19.3 TWh/a
13.2 TWh/a

Source: BFE, 2022: Electricity products from renewable energies –
the market in 2020

Developments and projects
3D tours of funded projects
The VUE has supported four partners in developing 3D
tours of implemented revitalisation projects: ewz, Energie
Thun, SH Power and SIG. Virtual tours take visitors through
rehabilitated habitats under expert guidance. Habitats
were revitalised thanks to financing from naturemade
funds. These tours provide naturemade customers with
refreshing, low-barrier insights into the impacts they
achieve by choosing naturemade green electricity. Links
to the 3D tours are provided on the naturemade website
and the websites of the four partners.

Screenshot from the energiethun.ch/gwattmoos 3D tour

Efficiency marketplace
Thanks to the efficiency marketplace, energy savings
made by Swiss companies can be traded in the form of
efficiency certificates for the first time. The founding
partners of this marketplace are ewz, the Energy Agency
of the Swiss Private Sector (EnAW), SwissEnergy and the
VUE. The utility companies EKZ, IWB and SIG have also
joined the efficiency marketplace since.
After 2020, 2021 again turned out to be a difficult year
for the marketplace. The main purpose of naturemade
efficiency certificates has so far consisted in allowing
events to be held on an energy-neutral basis. However, in
2021 many events were cancelled or held online due to
Covid. This has resulted in decreasing demand for efficiency certificates. Despite this challenge, the efficiency
marketplace again ensured that a number of events were
held on an energy-neutral basis, among them the launch
of the “Energy and Climate Beacon” initiative of the BFE,
virtual events for SIG green electricity customers, another
“starte!” event of EKZ, the symposium of the Energy
Agency of the Swiss Private Sector (EnAW) and the general assembly of the VUE. Moreover, a number of printed
publications were again produced on an energy-neutral
basis last year, including the annual report of the “Energy
and Climate Beacon” initiative and various EnAW publications. In 2021, efficiency certificates equivalent to a total

of 186 MWh were traded on the marketplace for events
organised on an energy-neutral basis and energy-neutral
printed products (– 67% compared to the prior year).

New naturemade star criteria 
for groundwater heat pumps
Eniwa AG operates two energy centres in Aarau, which
generate district heating and district cooling energy from
groundwater heat pumps. As part of its strategic development, Eniwa contacted the VUE executive office in late
2020 to explore opportunities for having ecological district heat certified, in particular naturemade star district
heat from groundwater.
In 2021, the naturemade star certification criteria for district heating/cooling generated from groundwater heat
pumps were subsequently developed and implemented in
close cooperation to supplement the existing naturemade
criteria for district heat. In November 2021, the VUE Board
approved naturemade star certification of renewable district heating and cooling provided by the Torfeld and
Kasino energy centres as a pilot project. The certification
will become effective in October 2022. As a result of this
process, naturemade star-certified cooling energy will be
produced for the first time from autumn 2022.
Based on the insights gained from the pilot certification,
the criteria will be supplemented as required in the current year. If there is demand for certification of other
forms of utilising ambient heat in the future (lake water,
geothermal heat probes, air-to-water heat pumps etc.),
the criteria may be expanded accordingly.

The Torfeld energy centre in Aarau (Photo: eniwa)
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Developments and projects
Eco-power sticker
In 2021, the number of eco-power stickers sold increased
strongly to 310 (2020: 70). This is mainly due to increased
sales of e-bike stickers. Sales of car stickers covering travel
distances of up to 10,000 km with green power decreased
by 1 1%. Together, the four sales partners sourced a total
of just under 0.2 GWh/a of naturemade star-certified
green power for the stickers in 2021.

Overview of eco-power sticker sales
Cars up to 2,500 km: 

1

Cars up to 5,000 km: 

2

Cars up to 10,000 km: 
E-bikes (whole service life): 

55
252

Eco-power stickers will continue to be offered in order to
complement the naturemade star charging card and public
charging stations supplying naturemade star power and
to work towards 100% naturemade star electromobility.
Visit www.oekostromvignette.ch for additional information and an order form for eco-power stickers.

2021 eco-power sticker

naturemade social media
The VUE has continued to expand its social media presence. naturemade is now also on LinkedIn (@naturemade
VUE) and Twitter (@VNaturemade), in addition to the
Facebook page (@naturemadeVUE), which has been available for several years. These three channels assist in
sharing up-to-date information about ongoing developments associated with naturemade, including products
and services offered by the VUE, projects implemented
thanks to naturemade star funds, new certifications, recertifications and news about naturemade customers.
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Green fund for electricity in all
energy systems
The previously existing environmental improvement
funds of naturemade star-certified hydroelectric power
plants have been completely revised and extended to
cover all energy systems, above all.
The conditions and requirements regarding the management and use of funds are defined in the comprehensively
revised Green Fund guidelines, see
www.naturemade.ch/en/further-guidelines.html

Still no green fund for biogas, heat,
resources, energy neutrality
At this stage, no green fund is envisaged for supplies of
biogas or heat, for resources star or energy neutrality.

Clear message thanks to a consistent look
In 2021, the VUE and its partners focused on finalising the
details of changes and subsequently implementing them
to ensure that they could become fully effective from 2022
as scheduled. Apart from the new logo, there is now a
consistent look with just ONE naturemade label.
Simplifying the label allowed us to formulate our messages more clearly:
— naturemade energy, resources and energy neutrality
meet criteria that go beyond legal requirements as a
matter of principle.
— Green energy of naturemade star quality is subject to
particularly stringent criteria.
— Customers buying naturemade energy, resources and
energy efficiency help to green Switzerland’s energy
system step by step.
— The naturemade green fund reflects the VUE’s vision as
it contributes to reducing and offsetting unavoidable
impacts of the energy system on climate and nature and
substituting non-renewable energies throughout the
entire energy system. The green fund thus also supports the Swiss federal Energy Strategy 2050.

The new quality seals
We have already carefully and successfully adapted our
branding and the new quality levels and are now addressing the desire to have just ONE label, to modernise the
presentation of the quality label and to align the VUE’s
vision with the pathway towards 100% green energy. The

clear ecological positioning of naturemade star will be
retained in the process.
The new quality levels provide the VUE with an additional
opportunity to demonstrate its commitment to the progressive greening of the energy system.

naturemade ELECTRICITY 
On the production side, the qualities naturemade
(previously naturemade basic) and naturemade star
(4 dots) will be available in the future.

Production

On the supply side, one to four dots in the logo will mark

Supply

different portions of naturemade star electricity in any
naturemade supplies. The minimum requirement for the
portion of naturemade star electricity contained in products
The clear ecological positioning of
100% naturemade
star electricity is
retained.

will increase gradually and therefore define a pathway. In
2022, the minimum contents for qualifying for the naturemade logo will be 10% for one dot, 20% for two dots and
40% for three dots. Every 5 years, the Board will define
the minimum requirements for the quality levels in a
 dvance,
leaving VUE partners sufficient time for adaptation.

naturemade BIOGAS 
naturemade biogas will continue to be available in naturemade star quality only (for both production and supply).
Production and supply

naturemade HEAT/DISTRICT HEAT 
Renewable naturemade heat/district heat will continue
to be available in the qualities naturemade (previously
Production and supply

naturemade basic) and naturemade star (4 dots).
The quality levels for the supply side still need to be
defined.
naturemade RESOURCES 
naturemade resources, i.e. electricity, heat, district heat
and reusable materials from recovery and recycling plants,

Production and supply

will continue to be covered by the single resources star
quality label.
naturemade ENERGY NEUTRALITY 
naturemade energy neutrality, i.e. the offset of energy
consumption through certified efficiency certificates,

Supply

for example for events, will also continue to be covered
by the single energy neutral quality label.
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Annual financial statement
In 2021, the work of the Executive Office was again largely shaped by implementing the
evolution of the VUE. Additional expenditure of about CHF80,000 was incurred compared
to the 2021 budget as resolved by the Board on 19 November 2020 and approved by the
General Assembly of 24 June 2021 in accordance with the by-laws. This additional expenditure mainly related to the “Association management” and “Communications/marketing”
items.
The VUE therefore has CHF337,584 in capital as per 1 January 2022.

Balance sheet as per

31.12.2021

31.12.2020

28 0,794
399,8 60
31 5,094
0
22 , 31 1
26,496
1,044,555

65, 316
649,908
77,01 9
0
35,930
38 ,879
867,051

347,702
352,172
699,873

422 ,690
23,466
446,156

699,873

446,156

344,682
1,044,555

420,895
867,051

in CHF

ASSETS
Current assets
Association account
Savings account
Accounts receivable from trading
Bad debt provision
VAT credits
Deferred expenses
Total assets
LIABILITIES
Short-term debt
Trade accounts payable
Deferred income

Total debt
Equity
Voluntarily retained earnings
Total liabilities
Note: Rounding can result in minor differences in totals.
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Profit and loss account

2021

2020

44,1 5 0
66, 328
1 , 307,025
4,615
1 ,033
0
1,423,151
310,000

29, 337
75,188
1 ,279,105
45,000
1,740
– 208
1,430,162
306,500

1 6, 383
1 ,746
0
18,129
1,751,280

1 7,500
1,042
– 200
18,342
1,755,004

– 1 34,78 4
– 201 ,441
– 43,5 60
– 344,1 60
– 4,61 5
– 2 1 ,68 0
– 1 1 ,058
– 227,52 1

– 1 34,934
– 1 83,820
– 60,922
– 345,436
– 45,019
– 23,180
– 5,775
– 1 96 , 309

– 1 24,8 42

– 1 22,444

– 1,113,661

– 1,117,840

– 235,9 1 5
– 2 1 ,61 9
– 257,535

– 207,885
– 1 5,002
– 222,887

– 53, 31 7
– 1 57,1 06
0
– 26,583
– 36,987
– 1 8 , 31 2
– 292,305

– 29,214
– 1 30,858
0
– 39, 383
– 35,086
– 9,6 48
– 244,188

– 5,695
– 20,968
– 1 1 ,5 07
– 1 1 ,1 67
– 1 1 2 ,423
– 460
– 162,220

– 5,444
– 22,844
– 21,183
– 1 6,933
– 87,534
– 9 10
– 154,849

– 1 ,81 4
41
– 1,827,494

– 409
44
– 1,740,129

– 76,213

14,875

in C H F

Income from certifications and licenses
Certification fees
Fixed licensing fees
Variable licensing fees
Specialist audits
Specialist consultancies
Changes in bad debt provisions, loss of receivables
Membership fees
Income from special projects
Market survey
Eco-power stickers
Efficiency marketplace
Total operating income
Certification expenditure
Project management, administration
Membership office
Newsletter, website, annual report, fund evaluation
Certification
Specialist audits
Proof of origin (HKN)
International matters
Umbrella brand marketing
Specialist consultancy, new energy systems,
parameter models
Association expenditure
Management
Accounting and auditing
Special projects expenditure
Events
VUE development
Prix naturemade
Market survey
Eco-power stickers
Efficiency marketplace
Other operating expenditure
Memberships
Trademark protection
Printing, trade fair stand, translations
Stationery, postage, expenses
FileMaker, IT
Non-refundable VAT, misc. expenditure

Financial expenditure
Extraordinary income
Total expenditure
Annual loss/profit
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Organisational chart of the VUE (December 2021)
ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
Number of

members
			
Category A
Electricity producers “Hydroelectric power plants” and their associations 
38
Category B
Producers “New renewable energies” and their associations
(incl. waste incineration plants) 
49
Category C
Energy suppliers, energy traders and their associations 
61
Category D
Environmental organisations 
2
Category E
Small consumers’ associations 
1
Category F
Large commercial consumers and their associations 
4

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

			
Category A: 1 vote
Category B: 2 votes
Category C: 3 votes
Category D: 2 votes
Category E: 1 vote
Category F: 1 vote

Election

AUDITOR

VUE MEMBERSHIPS

		
ANCORA Treuhand AG, L. Wiederkehr
		

		
ECS (Energy Certificate System)
ERGaR (European Renewable Gas Registry)
		

BOARD

			
* Co-President
Category A
Swiss Water Management Association, M. Roth
Category B
Biomasse Suisse, A. Utiger; Suisse Eole/Swissolar, R. Rigassi
Category C
BKW, M. A. Meier*; Repower, B. Signer; SIG, C. Pastoriza
Category D
Pro Natura, S. Jegher; WWF Switzerland, C. Martinson
Category E
Konsumentenforum, H. Beer
Category F
Swiss Post, B. Hausammann*

HYDROELECTRIC POWER
TECHNICAL COORDINATION

CRITERIA
WORKING GROUP

Consults, makes
applications to the Board

Consults, makes
applications to the Board

advises Criteria WG

		
AquaPlus, F. Elber
BKW, T. Richli
Corealis, D. Sidler
ewz, S. Haag
Pro Natura, L. Vetterli
WWF Switzerland, J. Brändle
		

COMMUNICATIONS STEERING
COMMITTEE
Submits proposals to
the Board, consults
re. implementation
Advises the Executive Office

		
Biomasse Suisse, A. Wellinger
Energie 360°, M. Pauli
IWB, D. Küther
Pro Natura, L. Vetterli
Repower, C. Brütsch
WWF Switzerland, P. Hofstetter
		

		
AET, P. Jolli
BKW, M. Schweikert
Energie 360°, D. Mininni
Pro Natura, S. Jegher
SIG, C. Pastoriza 					
		

EFFICIENCY MARKETPLACE
COORDINATION GROUP

		
EKZ
EnAW
SwissEnergy
IWB
		

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
		
Brandes Energie AG
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